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Laws  Compendium

T he first-ever “Laws Compendium on Marine  Affairs “, taking to

an editing focus revolving around marine affairs in Taiwan has

finally been debuted in December 2004, following the Coast Guard

Administration’s yearlong painstaking efforts and the infuse of signifi-

cant manpower.

In support of the government’s promoting the marine affairs

administration, active efforts have been sought since early 2004 in plan-

ning for the compilation and editing of a “Laws Compendium on Ma-

rine Affairs”  which is intended to awaken the local population’s aware-

ness toward marine affairs, excel Taiwan to bridge with global marine

affairs that would in turn excel Taiwan’s footing in the global marine

community and effectively maintain Taiwan’s sovereignty.  To instill

the content of this legal compendium with ideology both in quality and

quantity, the Coast Guard Administration has not only diligently gath-

ered the data and painstakingly arranged the layout, but has further

invited domestic professional experts on compendium editing, re-

nowned domestic marine affairs scholars, and representatives from the

relating marine affairs government agencies to stage editing consulta-

tion meetings at the administration, anticipating to solicit for tangible

recommendations in the direction of editing the compendium that will

strength its content and depth.

The legal compendium has excerpted a total of 427 laws and
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provisions, and for its content, not

only domestic laws and provisions

will be compiled and edited, but

there would also be significant marine data to include

international agreements, treaties, protocols and so on, bringing the lay-

out of the legal compendium with a brand-new look encompassing the

two major subjects of domestic laws and international agreements, trea-

ties and protocols.

In the domestic law segment, it primarily excerpts the governing

laws, crucial interpretation and general announcement concerning

marine affairs administration agencies, and its contents are divided into

seventeen categories, which include navigational laws and regulations,

navigational jurisdiction, maritime law enforcement and disaster rescue,

maritime conservation and scientific studies, fishery laws and

regulations, navigational and harbor development management, navi-

gational and tourism recreational management, ocean environment

conservation and so forth.

In the international agreement, treaty and protocol segment, it

excerpts rudimentary and important documents that come with Man-

darin transcripts, where the Mandarin transcripts are largely derived

from UN web site and departmental data, and taken into account main-

land Chinese Mandarin transcripts as references in the editing process,

mirroring the international customary practice.  As to individual

agreements, those that come with extended contents are condensed yet

citing the source of references to facility the readers to look up.  The

contents are divided into eight categories to include navigational

guidelines, maritime organizations, sea transportation, vessel collision,

harbor management, maritime distress rescue, fishery affairs, and en-

vironmental protection.

The legal compendium in its physical layout has deviated from

the upright layout format of the conventional concise compendium of

the six major laws by presenting legal articles in a laterally arranged

manner to bestow a brand-new look.  In addition, to avail marine af-

fairs related knowledge, and to bring awareness to the development of

Taiwan’s maritime law, the compendium is not only sold through gov-

ernment publication venues, the Coast Guard Administration,has also

commissioned sale through major bookstores island-wide, intended to

excel the circulation of the legal compendium, and convenient the gen-

eral public to purchase it for references.




